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Description - Floating Apps - PDF module




  
  
LWi s.r.o. , the publisher behind many Android apps (Karlovy Vary - Official ,Opavské slezsko ,Floating Apps - DOCS Module ,Ostrava!!! ,Coworking v Česku ,Effortix TestDrive), brings Floating Apps - PDF module with a number of new features along with the usual bug fixes. Floating Apps - PDF module apps has been update to version 1.0.2 with several major changes and improvements. Apps release that improves performance, provides several new options.

.
Overall Satisfactionc83 

Again thanks to the developer.

5 star much better than my stock multiwindow.




  	POSITIVE
	MINOR PAINS
	ISSUES

 
     com store apps details id com. found in 1 reviews 
  download this application to enable floating apps pdf viewer. found in 1 reviews 
 
 
    I cannot and I'm sure many as well. found in 1 reviews 
  and that is terrible for a fast multitasking app. found in 1 reviews 
  won't be able to find a better multitasking app then thi. found in 1 reviews 
  all basic needs of a tablet are covered via the app. found in 1 reviews 
 
 
    Does not show up in the app list. found in 1 reviews 
  No use without purchase. found in 1 reviews 
 
 
 
 

If you are Android owner,you now can download Floating Apps - PDF module for free from Google Play. The application is supporting English language. It weighs in at only 10MB to download. It is highly advisable to have the latest app version installed so that you don`t miss out on the fresh new features and improvements. The current app version 1.0.2 has been released on 2014-01-4. The Apple Store includes a very useful feature that will check if your device and iOS version are both compatible with the app. Most iPhone and iPad are compatible. Here is the app`s compatibility information: 2.3 and up
Bottom Line: For more information about Floating Apps - PDF module check developer LWi s.r.o.`s website : http://www.floatingapps.net


 Please wait for new version (3.0.7) of Floating Apps to use PDF viewer This module is not working with older versions. Version 3.0.7 will be release about 10/7/2013.This is not a standalone application, but PDF ...
 
  I thought this would be the solution to the poor software development and workflow of my Boox Max Pro Multi window mode is a native hidden feature of Android 6 0 but not having that feature on an Android tablet makes it 10 times less useful as a notebook textbook replacement for school I thought this would be the solution to this problem but it is not It will not open up my PDF Textbooks that other PDF apps open up just fine It said they are either not compatible or too large I have plenty of free ram so this makes no sense If I want to do my homework in the note app on my Boox I would need to be able to float my notes and PDF textbook Unfortunately this does not work I would consider the paid version if they fix this issue otherwise it is not useful for my purposes           Seth Timney 
 For me this an auxiliary pdf reader I m using android 6 0 which doesn t support freeform or split screen I use my main pdf reader to open up a file also I open up same file on this pdf module now why would I do that On my main e reader I view the itemized steps taken on a particular content simultaneously I use this pdf module to view its analysis which comes after the last step The steps could be 500 lines and before now I had to scroll up down between analysis and steps this was too much task for me It has also saved me from jumping from one app to my main e reader just to compare contents Now I could enjoy some of the features offered by higher android version without upgrading or modding my phone it may have its own flaws who doesn t but still its so so helpful and handy thanks so much to the awesome developer You re the best PLEASE INCLUDE CONTINUOUS SCROLL feature IN NEXT UPDATE                       Emmanuel Simeon 
 Very helpful during the game and reading the walkthrough same time But sometimes it can t read the files it s annoying                       A Google user 
 if a pdf file has a password the apps does not ask for it and it opens a blabk page can you fix this                   Osvaldo Farinha 
 After uninstalling and reinstalled floating apps even via installed Doc u0026 pdf modules but if I click on a pdf shortcut on homescreen it says I must download modules I sent a video shot about it to u                       Roxana kosheyar 
 needs continuous improvement efforts to get better                       SABIR ENGINEERING WORKS Machinery Manufacturers 
 Problem during access the documents           Mahesh Babu 
 Keep up the good work Love Floating Apps                       Asif Ahmed 
 MY GOD can it be you created a nice and perfect widget or w e you call it another 5 for this OG                       Divex Shuffler 
 A must have                       Tana S Payne 
 I like it app                       Akshay Johari 
 not work for v5       RIRIN DUMAYANI 
 ok                       Agus Sudrajat Arsyat 
 Lit                       Jeremy Kane 
 good                       Rita Boro 
 It would be better if the pdf opened from the last read position and not from the start every time I opened it Or if I could just bookmark it that would be helpful Also pdf opening speed is too slow for moderate sized files I have seen smaller pdf readers with better speed                   Tareq Hassan Asif 
 I hope I dont have to download dis and just run pdf from sys but it seems impossible after installin floating app               kun_o_jin Huang 
 If pdf has a hyperlink we can able to click that and open in floating browser app And please make it able to copy some text on it                       Marius Reinard Tanghal 
 Won t let me open PDF files asks me to install this even though I have both and got the payed app I ll wait for a response               Hertz Zedin 
 The PDF is just wonderful                       A Google user 
 Can t open a PDF file that is 85mb of size But overall it is good                   Kenneth Vigilia 
 Just love this app                       Hardeep KarwaL 
 A very awesome app Worth buying                       xris sant 
 Good                   mano selvaraja 
 Wonderful                       EOF 
 Working on my Lonevo phone                       FR Striker 
 Simply Excellent another add ons for this great product Just keeps better and better I just wonder what would be next Great work Developers                       Charles Vergara 
 Sometimes the calc app doesnt work in my s4 android 4 4 its only me                       El revoltoso TinTan 
 I m getting error 505 in play store while installing Please help              Error 505 srujan k 
 Unfouratinetly i can t also install getting the same error 505 i tried you mentioned below removing the main app then install modules then install main app but the same error i think andriod doesn t accept two apps have same package name it says it conflicts with another package Please help           Bahey Saied 
 It can t open large size PDF      useless Jo Makintash 
 I can not install it in my phone It say the package confilcts with an existing package with a same name       abhishek Jaiswal 
 Nice app for people like me easy to use Loving it                       Oga tatsumi 
 Can not run on A5 2017                   hung chi 
 Need full pdf control like searching word               Soumen Kisku 
 Not even opened       -len rl 
 You Have to pay to get a free app       Madenious 
 The new style of the app and the dark theme have really made this app go from great to awesome                       Caritha Marks 
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 Karlovy Vary - Official 
 By LWi s.r.o. 
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  Tools
	Floating Boat Lifts
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